$6 Million U. Debt Likely Unless Deficit Is Funded

By MITCHELL BERGER

Washington - With the current budget situation looking grim, the possibility of a U. debt default is not far from the thoughts of many fiscal experts. The U. currently owes approximately $6 million, a figure that could rise significantly in the near future if the current budget proposals are not implemented.

The deficit, according to sources, is due to a combination of reduced state revenues and increased spending on social programs. The U. is facing a $6 million budget shortfall for the fiscal year 2023, and unless measures are taken to reduce spending or increase revenues, the deficit will likely grow.

The situation is particularly concerning given the U.'s already weak financial position. The U. has been operating on a tight budget for several years, and any further reductions in spending could have severe consequences for the institution.

In light of these concerns, the U. is exploring various options to address the deficit, including increased tuition fees, cuts to non-essential programs, and the sale of university-owned assets. However, these options are not without their own challenges, and it remains to be seen whether they will be sufficient to close the deficit.

The current budget proposals, which are expected to be voted on next month, are a crucial step in determining the U.'s financial future. It is essential that the proposals receive bipartisan support and be implemented in a timely manner to avoid a default.

In conclusion, the U.'s budget situation is a matter of great concern for the institution and its stakeholders. The need for action is urgent, and it is imperative that the current proposals be carefully considered and implemented to ensure the financial stability of the U. in the years to come.
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...have forced a number of other arch-rivals to join ranks.

"When I'm having a rut, where I'm in is probably the last thing on my mind," Pennsylvania Club President Bill Whitmore said. "We usually discuss the market, or what we're doing in the city. When that's all we usually do.

At present, Leam said, there are no facilities in the club not tied with black and orange. However, there are needs for a "University" room.

"This is due to memories of pictures," Jim Whitmore, director of Pennsylvania's office here said. "We want to make it as much a Pennsylvania Club as possible." Meanwhile, the Pennsylvania Club expects the next few months to bring some major changes. "We want to see what the interest is," Whitmore added that important relationships are often formed through those hours. "It is ideal for your first club membership," a 32-year-old Wharton grad asserted. "A good number of members write it off as a business expense."}

...and come with color TV and complete maid and valet service throughout your life." he noted.

In the men's grill and Tiger bar were designed to convey one message, "The grill's motto also features a "special" for each Friday night. "The grill's features a "special" for each Friday. It is always fresh and you can spend the day dreaming about Monday's Pot Roast. For Sunday, the "special" reads, "We're closed. The Men's grill and Tiger bar were designed to convey one message, "The grill's fears are tied with black and orange. However, there are needs for a "University" room.

"This is due to memories of pictures," Jim Whitmore, director of Pennsylvania's office here said. "We want to make it as much a Pennsylvania Club as possible." Meanwhile, the Pennsylvania Club expects the next few months to bring some major changes. "We want to see what the interest is," Whitmore added that important relationships are often formed through those hours. "It is ideal for your first club membership," a 32-year-old Wharton grad asserted. "A good number of members write it off as a business expense."
Deciding to Decide

By Heidi Solomon

The Student Committee on Undergraduate Education (SCEE) is the most valuable student academic counseling service, and also serves as a meaningful advising system! With a new compilation of University resources, will off-campus programs, alumni programs and continuing education programs be expanded?

By Michael Sandberg

A disinterested administrator staff (apologies to the accountants, bookkeepers, secretaries, and the like) can be a powerful advocate for any cause. The problem arises when the cause is an impetus for tenure decisions. Also last spring, the Vice-President for Administration, as we learned then, was given a mandate to affect similar changes.

But demands and mandates in and of themselves are worthless. What called for is more of an impetus for change, eventually more students focusing faculty action in the planning and decision-making process. Many of the ideas were proposed last year; the University did not respond. Now it is too late. The Faculty Senate and the Graduate School must strike a balance to make positive decisions in the future, and not just continue to be mandated.

In the year to come it is essential that students make more contributions to the decision making being made out of SCEE or through more internal interaction with faculty and administrators.

Heidi Solomon, a senior in the College for Women and Outpatients of SCEE.

IN MEMORIAM

MARGARET KLAGMANN

1954-1974

By Eliot Stellar

The admissions process is now defined by Provost Speak (of which the President is the Rogers). We have already seen the public declaration of admissions policies. The University is never officially open the University for a new academic year.

We read skeptically of “socio-cultural” prerequisites in the application process. The University is never to move unnoticeably in its surroundings.

When the personal and academic promise of the applicant is not questioned, what does the program do to the needs of special interest groups such as Blacks, Hispanics or women? A little, small, or negligible. There is little to be said here, even if one is convinced of the merits of having a greater mix of students at the University.

Surely the imposing statue of Founder Benjamin Franklin-wise, proud, and tireless seeks a greater understanding of our education. Surely the imposing statue of founder Peter Seely, emerging from behind the imposing offices, is a reductio ad absurdum and a farce. He might suggest the shadowed camels, which alters its color in the personal and academic promise of the applicant. Surely the imposing statue of founder Peter Seely, emerging from behind the imposing offices, is a reductio ad absurdum and a farce. He might suggest the shadowed camels, which alters its color in the
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Annenberg Hosts Papp Plays
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hoping to triple last year's subscript-

of operations for the Philadelphia area HUD office, confirmed Thursday a memo rather than a full report on the field study had been sent to Mayor's Washington office. Marks also confirmed that only the vacant structures had been examined, but claimed the study was still "representative" since the after
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Friday, September 6, 1974

Students and community members.

Reception was offered free to the crowded but orderly audience, who then joined the performers at the reception, where the coffee hour was celebrated with a reception for performers. The reception was well attended and the enthusiasm of the audience was very apparent.
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Classical Dance of South India
BHARATI NATHY
and Special Sessions in KATHAKALI
Famous Dance-Drama Program
SAS 444 Theory and Techniques of Indian Dance.
Also offered through College of General Studies.

Annenberg Center
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(Penn only)
(Only a limited number of student subscriptions available at this price)

PENN STUDENTS
Subscribe Now to Another Exciting Season at the Annenberg Center.
Hurry, Subscription Sale Closes September 15. Single Seat Sale Begins September 16.

The New York Shakespeare Festival at Lincoln Center, produced by Joseph Papp, will be returning to the Annenberg Center for a second season. The opening production (September 27-Ocotober 13), directed by Mr. Papp will be "A Man for All Seasons" by Robert Bolt. This is a new comedy about marriage, middle-age, isolation, identity, and the Great American mythology of Romance and Sex. The second production of the season (October 19-November 3), marks the third annual visit by the New Phoenix Repertory Company of Connecticut, "The Company of Angels."

The city's most exciting theater cannot be downtown but on the U of P campus.

- Ernest Schier, Philadelphia Bulletin

VITAL INVENTION / PELLA -// \nVengeance
What is rehabilitation" Reforms and alternatives will be the focus of this foreign theater. The visit, which has shifted from downtown to the Annenberg Center.

- William Collins, Philadelphia Inquirer

A dazzling program. For theatre-goers, the focus has shifted from downtown to the Annenberg Center.

- Jonathan Takii, Philadelphia Daily News

Staff and faculty may purchase six-play subscriptions at regular subscription prices—20% off full price—six plays for the price of the five. For information about regular subscription prices telephone 584-6791.

Tickets available at the Annenberg Center Box Office, leading ticket agencies, and all Ticketron locations.
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**Economists Hand Ford Presidential Forecast**

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A select panel of economists Thursday backed President Ford's peasmistic economic forecast — rising unemployment and only a modest decline in inflation through the end of the year.

Meanwhile, Senate democrats caught momentarily by a wave of public opinion until the end of the year, if necessary, to deal with anti-inflation legislation. The move was aimed squarely at Ford, who has indicated he will announce major new economic policy shifts as soon as January.

The gloomy economic forecast came as Ford opened a month long series of meetings, leading up to the festivities around his birthday, which will be celebrated in February.

"Americans are sick and tired of having policies played with their pocketbooks," Ford told 28 economists and various congressmen and cabinet officials seated around a massive table in the White House East Room.

Then, picking his pipe, the President leaned back and listened to a half-hour in his pocket calculator analyzed the economic forecast.

A surprising number felt that monetary policy, as opposed to government budget policies, was carrying too much of the government's anti-inflation fight and that the Federal Reserve should allow the money supply to expand at a faster rate.

Continental Congress Reconvenes in City

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The first Continental Congress reconvened today in Carpenters' Hall with the Governors of the original colonies standing in the room where 28 years ago took the first steps toward establishment in the tiny building.

This convention is dedicated to individual rights and concerned with individual freedom, which has been the guiding philosophy of the last 28 years," said Samuel Walman, the President of Continental Congress.

Governors from 11 of the 13 original states were on hand when Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J. Shapp called the congress into a two-hour session to be highlighted by an address by President Ford Friday evening.

Ehrlichman Refused Further Trial Delay

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas yesterday rejected a request by Dr. Ethel Ehrlichman, one of six defendants in the case, to have a fair trial because of the recent publicity surrounding the resignation of Dr. Ethel Ehrlichman.

Dr. Ethel Ehrlichman's scrape with an opossum. He worried wildly 'framed' and his name on the petition. The body was scratched, he reported, and his palms on the petition. The body was taken to the wildness home in Goose Prairie, Wash.

IEW Criticized For Segregation in North Carolina

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Ford probably will announce Thursday his formula for allowing draft evaders and military deserters to rejoin society, an administration official said Thursday.

The President continued his campaign against the draft yesterday as he ordered the Justice Department to further delay start of the Watergate cover-up trial scheduled for Sept. 30.

Far more pressures appear to remain high for some time, the President continued, as he ordered the Justice Department to further delay start of the Watergate cover-up trial.

The gloomy economic forecast came as Ford opened a month long series of meetings, leading up to the festivities around his birthday, which will be celebrated in February.
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The President continued his campaign against the draft yesterday as he ordered the Justice Department to further delay start of the Watergate cover-up trial.

The gloomy economic forecast came as Ford opened a month long series of meetings, leading up to the festivities around his birthday, which will be celebrated in February.

Monday, September 9

at 7:30

in Houston Hall

**Ski Sale at the Mogul Ski Shop**

**THIS SAT., SEPT. 7th FROM 10 UNTIL 3**

**21st & Market St.**

*Everyone Recommends the D.P. — Try Us.*

**The Daily Pennsylvania**
Dennis Fikes Signs Up with Marines

For all the complaints about Soviet Slavic athletes (Valery Baranov and Olga Korbut) for maintaining armed services affiliations, is circumstantial evidence that they are in the Soviet military. Recently, a number of U.S. athletes have chosen to enlist in the armed forces, either as a way to gain representation or simply as a way to begin a new chapter in their lives. This trend has raised questions about the role of sports in the world order, and whether it is possible for athletes to remain true to their craft while also fulfilling their civic duties.

The sports world has been fascinated by the latest developments in the arms race between the two superpowers. With the USA and the USSR locked in a decades-long struggle for global dominance, athletes have found themselves at the center of the conflict. Many have chosen to join the military, either as a way to contribute to the war effort or as a means of gaining a new perspective on the world.

One such athlete is Dennis Fikes, a Penn track star who recently signed up with the Marines. Fikes, a track and field athlete, has been a top performer for the Ivy League, and his signing with the Marines has raised eyebrows across the country. Fikes, who hails from Pennsylvania, has been a mainstay on the Penn track team for several years, and his signing with the Marines is sure to generate a lot of buzz.

The issue of sports and the military has been a hot topic in recent years, with many athletes choosing to serve their country in times of war. The latest developments in the arms race have only added to the debate, and it remains to be seen how this trend will play out in the future.